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The current PRIORITIES are to provide easier and more convenient 

services to KTZ's customers, so a lot of effort has been made to 

create a special digital platform - a ”Single Window".

Where do I 

go? Where 

do I start?

Why there is 

no Single 

Window?

 Lack of a unified digital information space

 Different information systems in subsidiaries, poor 

communications of interactions

 Low customer focus

 Complicated interaction in terms of planning, 

service delivery and customer feedback

 Customer approaches each participant of the 

transportation process (wagon/container operator, 

customs broker, forwarders for other territories)



Clients

Operators and suppliers

Single Window - a digitalization component of NC 

KTZ JSC in the area of transport logistics

Digital Platform -
Single Window (SDW)

State authorities



 Electronic exchange of orders, requests and 

documents with counterparties 

 Real-time monitoring of all shipments location

 Mutual settlements with suppliers
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Equal access to operate in a single window with all 

members of the supply chain



Provision of rolling stock, 

escort and cargo protection 

en route 

Freight forwarding and 

managing container and 

wagon shipments

Full range of warehousing 

services (storage, packing, 

sorting, reloading)

Customs and brokerage 

services

Single Service Portfolio



 number of trains
 section speed
 average train weight
 car fleet
 locomotive fleet
 locomotive mileage
 speed limits

Statistics

 throughput calculations
 carrying capacity calculations
wagon turnover calculations
 empty carriage calculations

Analytics

 infrastructure model
 calculation of rates and services provided 

to customers
 providing electronic financial documents 

(invoices, price records, statements of 
work performed)

CRM system
 BIG DATA

 Analytics module

 CRM system

Program solutions for identifying and assessing 
bottlenecks



THE TRANSPORTATION PROCESS 

IS SUBJECT TO FUNDAMENTAL 

RECONSIDERATION 

STEP BY STEP

CHANGING USUAL

ACHIEVING GREATER




